
Your Connected 
Home will be 
Cooler than 'The 
Jetsons' 
 
The new smart home has arrived along 

with a change in the necessary tools and 

education of the general contractor 

constructing it. These living spaces will 

need complex communication network 

protocols for devices built into the infrastructure. Skilled engineers will be needed to design and then 

implement a specialized architectural plan. 

 

Consider the popular cartoon “The Jetsons” which launched on television in 1962 and now bears a 

resemblance to our lives today. The characters lived in a world of modern glass, stark conservative lines, 

and operated appliances with the touch of a button or a swipe on a display. Elroy did his homework on a 
screen. Jane did video chats with her friends. George and Astro took their daily walk on a treadmill. The Jetsons 
nearly predicted the future! We have surrounded ourselves with individual modern conveniences today. The next 
step is making our homes self-aware through technology devices that continually gather and process data, 
enabling all these machines to communicate with and depend on each other. These connected innovative 
devices are entering the market right now; five billion new products this year and an estimate of 25 billion by 2020.  
 
We need to change how we think about home construction today because by 2062 we are expected to blow right 
past “The Jetsons” into another staggering realm of futuristic possibilities. These products are being realized by 
Google who recently purchased a product called Nest.  It controls things like thermostats, fire and carbon 
monoxide detectors, and surveillance cameras using software platforms to help equipment dialogue effortlessly 
with each other. This same technology will enable your car to speak to your home devices, turning lights on and 
unlocking the door when you arrive. Your appliances will be able to sense the best time to operate for saving 
energy or water and your exercise wristband will sense changes in biology, like sleep patterns, and adjust the 
thermostat, alarm clock, or coffee brewing for your new waking time. A house becomes a home designed to think 
about you and your needs.  
 
Redesigning or modernizing your existing home to incorporate these sophisticated products, while still maintaining 
the personal aesthetics of your living space, can be done as well. It can look like it was originally built for this era 
with the right contractors who invest in the most high-tech architectural designs available. 
 
Experience what is possible to integrate into your unique family environment by searching for technology 
consultants to find out what your priorities are and how to fit these products into your budget. Only the most 
proficient contracting company will be able to make this a reality and install these products to operate flawlessly in 
the background. You will discover a new way of life and think of your home, not as a smart home, but as a 
thoughtful one. 

 


